Analysis of crack formation in germanium substrate at AlInGaP die bonding process
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Abstract: Cracked die is a serious failure mode in Light Emitting Diode (LED) industry – affecting the LED quality and long-term reliability performance. In this paper, an investigation has been carried out to find out a relation between die bonding force and the occurrence of die crack at Germanium (Ge) substrate due to die attach (DA) ejector pin indentation. Based on the analysis, the results show that cracks start to occur at 60 gram-force (gF) bond force and above. The crack length at the die substrate increases with respect to the bond force. These indented dies were further analyzed by using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The results show plastic deformation, slip traces and material pile-up at the vicinity of ejector pin crater. Some samples were sectioned using Focus Ion Beam (FIB) and it was found the crack depth does not exceed beyond 20.5µm and it follows the (111) plane. These findings, concludes that cracks start to appear at 60gF and they are confined to surface level even indented at extreme load (140gF). These cracks are far away from the active region of LED.
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1. Introduction

The reliability of Light Emitting Diode (LED) devices is a major concern in the illumination industry [1, 2]. Thermo-mechanical stress failure in LED is one of the causes of LED components reliability issues and for a certain extent of LED failures [3 - 5].

When LED undergoes periodical on-off switching or environmental temperatures variations, the LED components experience thermo-mechanical stresses in cycles which are due to a mis-match of the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of the constituent materials [6 - 8]. If the die contain pre-damaged (crack) during LED manufacturing process, it would easily fail when it undergoes this stress and strain. Semiconductor manufacturing processes do create such issues to the die quality [9]. The work by Chen et.al stated that large deep scratches created by wafer thinning process significantly affected the strength of Si die [10].

There are many types of die cracks; most of them are easily detected like crack at the surface of the die. However, a crack at the bottom of the die (substrate) is difficult to detect because this crack is hidden, whereas back of the die will be attached with glue to a substrate. If the crack did not reach the epitaxial layer as shown in figure 1-a and 1-b, then it will not show any electrical abnormalities during outgoing electro-optical testing. However, it may fail during operation.

Figure 1. a. Substrate with ejector pin indentation mark b. Cross section view of the die with crack at indented substrate and die epitaxial layer.

Crack at substrate is mainly due to the die attach (DA) process. To avoid such cracks in the LED industry, the process engineer usually reduces the bond load by reducing the ejector speed and ejector pin height [11]. However, by slowing the ejector speed, the productivity is dropped. On the other hand, when reducing the ejector pin height, the die will not be
pushed out of mylar correctly and the die will be tilted [11]. As a result, the die will be wrongly placed in the LED package. This is not desired in the LED industry.

In view of this situation, an investigation has been carried out to understand a relationship between the bond force and the die crack at Germanium (Ge) substrate of AlInGaP die. This Ge substrate used in the AlInGaP die, is a single crystal Ge, having face-centre-cubic (FCC) diamond-type lattice with (111) plane [12, 13]. It is brittle at room temperature and it has been commonly used as a substrate in the Opto semiconductor industry for long time due to several advantages over Gallium Arsenide (GaAs).

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Nanoindentation Studies on Germanium

Much research has been carried out to understand the Ge mechanical properties through nanoindentation techniques. Bradby et al.[14] found that using the spherical indenter of ~4.2µm at maximum load of 50mN, Ge gives plastic deformation and dislocation at near the specimen surface (0.6µm to 1.3µm), however, no cracking observed [14]. Learning from this, the load used was 40gF (0.39N) to 140gF (1.37N) for this experiment to anticipate crack at the Ge substrate. Theoretically for a crack to occur, the atomic bonds across a lattice plane must be broken and this requires a certain amount of load (force) [15, 16].

2.2. Die Attach Process and Ejector Pin Stress on Ge Substrate

In the LED packaging industry, most of the DA processes follow a similar die bonding sequence as illustrated in figure 2 (a–e). The most critical bonding sequence where cracks may occur is shown in figure 2-c. Here the ejector pin gives maximum impact stress at the bottom of die while the bond head holds the die at its other end.

Combining equation 2 to equation 1, the stress can be addressed as follows:

$$\sigma = \frac{F}{\pi a^2}$$

Where:
A is the area of ejector pin in contact.

F is the load (force) which the ejector pin applies on the die.
The ejector pin tip, which is semi-spherical in shape, is illustrated in figure 3. It is the standard ejector pin supplied for the LED industry by Micro-mechanics [18]. The ejector pin tip radius, R, for this research is 25µm. This radius was used because it is commonly used for the small die size (300µm X 300µm). The ejector pin contact area can be derived as

$$A = \pi a^2$$

Where, a, is the ejector pin spherical surface contact length as illustrated in figure 4. Note that the Hertzian contact analysis is restricted to condition that the depth of penetration is small relative to the radius, R, of the sphere [19]. In the present work the ejector pin contact “a” is measured (~5µm) which is quite small as compared to R.

The stress applied to the die is directly proportional to the force applied; hence, the higher the force applied to the die, the higher the stress absorbed by the die. On the other hand the stress is inversely proportional to ejector pin tip contact area [17].

The bond force calculated using Newton’s second law;

$$F = ma$$

(4)
Where \( m \) is the mass and \( a \) is the acceleration of the ejector pin.

\[
\dot{a} = (v_2 - v_1)/t \tag{5}
\]

\( v_2 \) is the velocity of the ejector pin before hitting the back of the die (ejector pin speed), \( v_1 \) is the velocity of ejector pin at datum. \( t \) is the time taken for the ejector pin to move from datum to the point of impact on die. The maximum bond force, \( F \), can be addressed by combining equation 5 to equation 4 and by considering \( v_1 = 0 \) at the datum.

\[
F = m.v_2/t \tag{6}
\]

Henceforth, the maximum stress applied on the die can also be addressed as:

\[
F = m.v_2 / \pi a^2 . t \tag{7}
\]

The velocity the ejector pin travels before hitting the die is directly proportional to the stress applied on the die. Hence, the higher the ejector pin velocity, the higher the stress is at the chip substrate and these increases the possibilities to have crack die [11].

In the LED packaging industry DA process, the optimum bond force varies. It is influenced by the equipment, die size and the type of mylar carrier tape on which the dies were mounted.

3. Experimental Methodology

3.1. Sample Preparation

The sample preparation is described in the process flow shown in figure 5. Tested good AlInGaP dies with Ge substrate were selected for this evaluation and they were serialized on a mylar carrier tape for traceability purpose. DA equipment was set up and the ejector pin and bond head were checked for alignment and bonding stability. A Keyence bond force tester was installed on the bonder to check the bond force. Several bonding trials were carried out to check the bonding consistency. Final confirmation of the bonding consistency was carried out by using a hand held bond force tester - Correx Tension Gauge [20]. This is to counter confirm the Keyence bond force tester measurement accuracy before commencing the experiment.

The experiment conducted at room temperature, commenced with indentation force of 40gf and continued with 60gf, 80gf, 100gf, 120gf and 140gf respectively. Each cell consists of 5 dies. Bonded dies were segregated by using different Mylar to avoid mixing.

3.2. Characterization Technique

Crack length was measured with optical microscope (Leica-DMRE) at magnification 1000X and the average crack length was calculated. The indented dies were Ion Milled (IM) at 5.1KeV at a current of 180 \( \mu \)A for 15 minutes to remove the thin Platinum (Pt) and Gold (Au) metallization layer. Once the IM process was completed, the dies were analysed using the SEM (Hitachi – SU8020). Some of the dies were further sectioned using Focus Ion Beam (FIB) and analysed using SEM.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Result

Figure 6 shows the variations in the fracture length with the bond force. The crack length increases with increase of bond force. The increase was quite sharp from 60gf to 80gf, however after 80gf one crack length gradually increases linearly.

As seen from the figure, there is no much appreciable difference between the batch 1 and 2. This indicates that the mechanical properties remain constant.

![Figure 6. Average Crack Length versus Bond Force.](image-url)
SEM micrographs of indented substrate surface for various bond force are shown in figure 8(a-f). The figure depicts that at 40gF no crack occurs. However at 60gF a small crack (~5µm) can be observed in some of the dies. Note that these SEM images have been displayed after removing the metallization layer using IM from the surface of the die. At 80gF, the crack length increases up to 45µm. At 100gF, 120gF, and 140gF bond force, the crack length is roughly 50µm, 58µm, and 65µm respectively.

A comparison has been drawn between the depth of cracks observed at 60gF and 140gF respectively. For this purpose the FIB cross-sectional analysis is shown in figure 9. At 60gF the crack is not as deep as compared to 140gF. This is attributed to higher bond force which produces a large amount of plastic deformation, resulting in the production of a deep crack.

Figure 9-a and b illustrate the cross section of the crack die using FIB cut. The finding shows that at 60gF, the crack depth beneath the Ge surface is about 16.2µm. However, at 140gF the crack looks much more severe with depth of 20.5µm.

4.2. Discussion

The formation of crack is due to large amount of dislocations generation in the specimen as result of the bond force. Crack die degrades the LED electro-optical properties and can cause serious electrical failure [7, 21, 22]. Therefore these cracks must be avoided to ensure the LED performance are not affected [23, 24].

The results show that the Ge substrate of AlInGaP dies undergoes surface deformation at 40gF bond force and above. This finding is quite similar to the findings of Bradby et.al [14] and Oliver et.al [25], where plastic deformation on Ge was found under certain indentation load at room temperature.

In this experiment at 60gF bond force, micro-cracks were observed in some of the 2nd batch dies. Major crack started to appear when bond force reached at 80gF onwards. This indicates that interatomic forces overcome the indentation forces induced by the ejector pin. Separation occurs when stress applied to the Ge substrate is sufficient to exceed the maximum force per bond. Hence fracture is bound to occur.

Stress at which this bond break takes place is also called ideal strength, (\(\sigma\)) which is described as follows [26]:

\[
\sigma \approx \frac{E}{15}
\]  

(8)

Here E is the Modulus Elasticity and it’s value for Ge is at
103 GPa [6]. The ideal strength of Ge will be roughly 6.87 GPa. Where else stress applied to the Ge substrate through the ejector pin at 60gF bond force is 7.49 GPa is calculated using equation 3:

\[ \sigma = F/\pi a^2 \]

When \( a = 5 \mu m \), the stress induced by ejector pin is slightly greater than the ideal strength of Ge, which causes the crack. In this investigation it is also demonstrated that there was no crack at 40gF because the stress induced at this force is just 5 GPa which is far lower than the ideal strength of Ge. On the other hand, at 60gF only some micro-cracks observed in one of the wafer batch can be explained as follows. This could be due to slight variation of metallization layer on the die substrate. The metallization layer on the substrates is mainly for protecting the substrate from the oxidation or corrosion [27].

This crack phenomenon can be explained on the basis of Griffith energy balance criterion [16]. In this concept, all of the potential energy released was used in the creation of the new free surface on the crack faces [28]. The rate of change of potential energy with increase in the crack area is defined as the strain energy release rate, \( G \).

\[ G = -1/t \cdot \frac{dU}{da} \]

\( G \) is the strain energy, \( U \) is potential energy stored in Ge.

Here, the change in crack area is \( t \cdot da \), and negative sign causes \( G \) to have a positive value. Thus, \( G \) characterizes the energy per unit crack area required to extend the crack.

The force exerted is proportional to stress which determined the material deformation and crack formation [28, 29]. The potential energy \( U \) stored in the Ge substrate, as a result of the elastic strains throughout its volume is, equal to force \( F \), times the displacement at the point of loading, \( v \), as given below [28]:

\[ U = F \cdot v/2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

As shown in Figure 6, when the force was increased gradually from 80gF to 140gF, the crack length increases relatively to the bond force applied on the Ge substrate. As the force increases, the energy exerted to the Ge atomic bond also increases proportionally and more bonds were broken which results in increase of crack length.

As the bond force increases, the slip traces get more visible in the indented area. Crack shown in figure 9a & b are along the (111) crystal planes of Ge [29, 30]. This is in agreement with the findings of Bradby et.al in which the indented Ge at 50mN showed defects along the (111) planes [14]. Zone in the immediate vicinity of the imprint is strongly strained. At 60gF bond force, only some material deformation is observed. However, at 140 gF the material deformation is found to be worse. As expected, with increase of the bond force, the indentation depth also increases relatively. The depth of the crack at bond force 60gF is only at 16.23µm and for 140gF is at 20.55µm. It is almost 170µm away from the epitaxial layer. This poses no threat to the epitaxial layer. However, such cracks seen in figure 7 and 8 may further propagate and may cause the LED to fail, when the LED is subjected to thermo-mechanical stresses [24]. This is always a concern and has to be addressed.

Hence, to further investigate, it is recommended to subject these crack die LEDs in using thermal stress test for example Power Temperature Cycle test or Temperature Cycle test in accordance to JEDEC standard.

5. Conclusion

This research provides important information to LED manufacturers who are using Ge substrate in their LED. The finding of this investigation has demonstrated that the minimum or safe bond force for this AlInGaP die on germanium substrate, using ejector pin radius of 25µm is lower than 60gF. Beyond this bond force, cracks will occur on the Ge substrate. This investigation also shows that even though the crack length is increasing relative to bond force, the crack depth also increases but relatively small and is confined to the surface level that is far away from the active region of the LED die. The crack formation observed in this Ge substrate is along the (111) planes. This is in agreement with other researcher findings as well as the natural crystal structure order of Ge.
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